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Recently, homomorphic encryption is becoming one of the promising tools to pro-

tect outsourced data on cloud service providers. However, most of the existing homo-
morphic encryption schemes are designed to achieve Fully Homomorphic Encryption 
that aimed to support arbitrary computations for only single-data ownership scenario. To 
bridge these gaps, this paper proposed a non-circuit based Ciphertext Policy-Attribute 
Based Homomorphic Encryption (CP-ABHER-LWE) scheme to support outsourced cloud 
data computations with a fine-grained access control under the multi-user scenario. First, 
this paper incorporates Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) scheme into homomorphic en-
cryption scheme in order to provide a fine-grained access control on encrypted data 
computation and storage. Then, the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is further extended 
into non-circuit based approach in order to increase the practical efficiency between en-
terprise and cloud service providers. The result shows that the non-circuit based CP- 
ABHER-LWE scheme has greatly reduced the computation time and ciphertext size as 
compared to circuit based approach. Subsequently, the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme 
was proven secure under a selective-set model with the hardness of Decision R-LWEd,q,  
Problem.  
 
Keywords: cloud security, data centric security, homomorphic encryption, attribute-based 
encryption, attribute-based homomorphic encryption (ABHE), lattice cryptography, ring- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The recent advancement on cloud technologies promises a cost-effective, scalable 

and maintenance-free data solution for enterprises. However, moving sensitive data, as 
well as outsourcing critical analytical works to cloud service providers in turn exposes a 
number of security and privacy issues. To overcome these problems, the homomorphic 
encryption scheme with a mechanism similar to the conventional cryptography, but with 
added capabilities of computing over encrypted data, has become an active research area 
to secure these outsourced data storage and computation recently.  

Started from Gentry [1] earlier work on Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) in 
2009, a number of homomorphic encryption schemes have been proposed. These schemes 
either: (i) inherit Gentry’s blueprint [1] that focus on solving the overhead of bootstrap-
ping algorithm [2-4]; (ii) simplify Gentry’s work [1] into a modular arithmetic – DGHV 
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scheme [5-11]; (iii) incorporate Learning with Error (LWE) approach [37, 45, 51, 52]; or, 
iv) extend into more efficient ideal lattice approach (also called as R-LWE approach) 
[13-18, 52]. Whether these FHE schemes can be further adapted to secure a real-world 
outsourced data computation on the cloud service providers is still questionable, due to 
the following reasons.  

First, almost all of these homomorphic encryption schemes [1-14, 16-19, 23-25, 37, 
45, 51-53] are constructed based on circuit-based approach, in which every single bit of 
the plaintext is encrypted as a separate ciphertext (also known as bit-by-bit encryption 
[20, 21]). The main advantage of circuit-based approach is that all operations on various 
operands can be computed by constructing the corresponding circuits [37, 38], thus 
makes the realization of FHE to support arbitrary computation possible. However, these 
proposed works are still not efficient to support practical deployments, due to their high 
computation complexity, huge generated ciphertext and public key size [22-24]. Thus, 
increases the communication costs and bandwidths required when the outsourced data 
are transferred, back and forth, from the user’s side to cloud service provider’s side [23]. 
For instance, Gentry’s scheme [4, 25] took more than 15 minutes to add two 32-bit inte-
gers and more than 18.6 hours to multiply them. The encryption of 4MB data generates a 
ciphertext with a size of more than 74TB [6] and even with the parallelism and compres-
sion technique [7] being used, the ciphertext size can only be further reduced to 280GB 
[54].  

Second, majority of the existing homomorphic encryption schemes [1-14, 16-20, 
22-25] only support a single-data owner scenario. All data are encrypted under the same 
secret key and accessed by a single user. In the real world of cloud services scenario, 
enterprises’ data are collected from various sources (e.g. sensor network, social media, 
traditional databases, etc.) and are being accessed by multiple users either within the or-
ganization (e.g. manager, internal staff, etc.) or outside the organization (e.g. research 
partners, marketing affiliation, etc.). The key question here is how the homomorphic 
encryption scheme can be further extended to provide a fine-grained access control on 
these encrypted data. At the CRYPTO 2013 conference, Gentry et al. [26] presented the 
first Attribute-Based Fully Homomorphic Encryption (ABFHE) that extends Identity- 
Based FHE (IBFHE) to achieve the desired control. In the same year, Clear and McGol-
drick [27] proposed another ABFHE scheme by incorporating properties from FHE and 
CP-ABE, and named it as Policy-Based Homomorphic Encryption (PBHE) scheme. 
Thereafter, Clear and McGoldrick [28] further extended their ABFHE scheme to support 
a multi-attribute computation scenarios. In general, the aim of these schemes [26-28] is 
to associate the homomorphic encryption scheme with attribute-based access control 
policy either by associating the secret key with the access policy [26, 28] (so called as 
Key-Based ABFHE, KP-ABFHE) or by associating the ciphertext with the access policy 
[27] (so called as Ciphertext-Based ABFHE, CP-ABFHE). However, unlike the original 
ABE scheme that is capable of handling a more expressive access structure such as AND 
gate, OR gate, etc., these pilot ABHE schemes is only able to manipulate a single attrib-
ute rather than a set of attributes [27], which resulted in the need to encrypt every single 
bit of the plaintext with an attribute [26, 28]. Thus, limits their capabilities to have a fine- 
grained access control on these private data.  

To bridge these gaps, this paper proposed a non-circuit based Ciphertext Policy- 
Attribute Based Homomorphic Encryption (CP-ABHER-LWE) scheme for securing the 
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outsourced cloud data solution with a fine-grained access control under the multi-user 
scenario. The contribution of this paper is therefore two-fold; (i) CP-ABFHER-LWE 
scheme with monotonic access structure. Incorporating the homomorphic encryption 
with ABE scheme always affecting the intricate part of the homomorphic computation. 
This is one of the main reasons why existing ABHE schemes use only a single attribute. 
To the best of our knowledge, there are no known ABHE scheme in the literature that are 
capable to efficiently handle a monotonic access structure  without affecting the capa-
bility of the homomorphic computation. To solve this tricky problem, the proposed 
scheme encrypts a message into two separate ciphertext components (C0, C1). The ci-
phertext C0

 is encoded with message, whereas ciphertext C1
 is associated with a mono-

tonic access structure over a set of authorized attributes. The homomorphic computation 
can be conducted as usual since it only involves the ciphertext C0. To decrypt, only an 
eligible user with the corresponding set of authorized attributes that satisfy the corre-
sponding access structure can recover the secret key from ciphertext C1 and retrieve the 
message correctly; (ii) Non-circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme. In this paper, the 
proposed circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is further extended onto a non-circuit 
based approach in order to support real-world cloud data processing environments. In the 
proposed scheme, the whole plaintext is encrypted as a single ciphertext, thus greatly 
reduce the computation time, ciphertext size, communication cost and bandwidth re-
quired to transfer them to cloud service providers.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the notations and 
background definitions used in this paper. Section 3 describes the proposed non-circuit 
based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme. In Section 4, the security of the proposed scheme is ana-
lysed under the selective game model. Section 5 compares the performance of the pro-
posed scheme with existing ABFHE schemes. Lastly, Section 6 conclusions.  

2. PRELIMINARIES 

This section introduces some concepts and definitions which will be used in the 
construction of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme in Section 3.  

2.1 Access Control  

Definition 1 (Attribute [29]): An attribute is any distinctive feature, characteristic, or 
property of an object that can be identified or isolated quantitatively or qualitatively by 
either human or automated means. For instance, an attribute could be a gender (male or 
female), job position (physician, researcher, administrator, etc.) department (cardiology, 
gynecology, dermatology, etc.), etc. 

 
Definition 2 (Access Structure [30]): Let U = {u1, u2, ..., un} be a set of attributes. A 
collection 2U is monotone if B, C: B  and BC implies C . A monotone access 
structure is a monotone collection  of non-empty subsets of {u1, u2, ..., un}. The sets in 

 are called as authorized sets, and the sets not in  are called as unauthorized sets.  
The access structure  can be realized with a secret sharing scheme where each au-

thorized attribute holds a private piece of the secret key, s. Any authorized set of attrib-
utes can reconstruct the secret from its pieces, and any unauthorized set not in  cannot 
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reveal any partial information about the secret. For handling a monotone access structure, 
the Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) defined in the following will be used in the 
proposed scheme. It has been proven that any monotone access structure can be realized 
with LSSS [30].  
 
Definition 3 (Linear Secret Scheme (LSSS) [30]): A secret sharing scheme  over a 
set of attribute U = {u1, u2, ..., un} is called linear (over Rq) if it satisfies the following 
properties:  
 
 The shares for each attribute form a vector over Rq. 
 There exists a share-generating matrix for , which we denoted as Matrix GRq

n×m, 
with row labels p(i)U, i[n]. Given a column vector, v = (s, r2, ..., rm), where sRq  

is the secret to be shared and r2, ..., rm Rq randomly chosen, the Gv is the vector of n 
shares of the secret according to . The share δi = (Gv)i , i.e., the inner product Gi v 
belongs to attribute p(i), where p is a function from {1, .., n} to U.  

 
The LSSS enjoys the linear reconstruction property [30] as follows. Suppose that  

is an LSSS that represents the access structure . Let A  be an authorized set, and Ic 
{1, 2, ..., n} is defined as I = {i: p(i)A}. There exist constants {wiRq}iI such that for 
{δi} valid shares of a secret s, according to , ΣiI δiwi. Furthermore, these constants {wi} 
can be found in polynomial time in the size of share-generating matrix G. For any unau-
thorized set, no such constants exist. In this paper, the LSSS matrix (G, p) will be used to 
express an access structure associated to a ciphertext.  

2.2 Attributed Based Encryption (ABE) Scheme  

In general, Attributed Based Encryption (ABE) scheme provides a fine-grained con-
trol access on encrypted data by associating the access structure either with the user’s 
secret key (so called as Key Policy-ABE, KP-ABE) or ciphertext (so called as Ciphertext 
Policy-ABE, CP-ABE) [31]. Recently, CP-ABE is increasingly becoming dominant in 
the literature due to its similarity to the real-world access control (e.g. role-based access 
control) [32, 33]. Furthermore, in CP-ABE scheme, data can be encrypted before know-
ing the user authorization, as long as the access policy is available. Thus, CP-ABE 
scheme is better in supporting scalability for the cloud processing. This paper employs 
CP-ABE to realize implicit authorization on encrypted data. CP-ABE is defined as fol-
lows.  
  
Definition 4 (Ciphertext Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CP-ABE) [34]): A Ci-
phertext Policy Attribute-Based Encryption scheme consists of four algorithms as fol-
lows: 
 
Setup (λ, U)  The setup algorithm takes security parameter λ, and a universe of attrib-
utes U as input. It produces the public parameters PP, and a master key MK. 

 
Encrypt (PP, M, )  The encryption algorithm takes the public parameters PP, a mes-
sage M, and an access structure , over the universe of attributes U, as input. The algo-
rithm encrypts M and outputs a ciphertext CT such that only the eligible user who is able 
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to produce the set of attributes that satisfies the access structure will be able to decrypt 
the message.  

 
KeyGen (MK, A)  The key generation algorithm takes the master key MK, and a set of 
attributes A, that describes the key. It produces a private key SK for A.  

 
Decrypt (PP, CT, SK)  The decryption algorithm takes the public parameters PP, a 
ciphertext CT that consists of the access structure , and a private key SK of attributes 
set, A. If the attributes set, A, satisfies the access structure  such that A , then the 
algorithm will produce the message M, otherwise, a false symbol , will be generated.   
 
2.3 Homomorphic Encryption (HE) Scheme  
 

Homomorphic encryption scheme allows computation to be performed on ciphertext 
without the need for the ciphertext to be decrypted, it is formally defined as follows. 
 
Definition 5 (Homomorphic Encryption): A homomorphic encryption scheme consists 
of five algorithms (Setup, KeyGen, Encrypt, Evaluate, Decrypt). They are as follows.   
 
KeyGen (1λ)  The key generation algorithm takes the security parameter λ, and produc-
es the public parameters PP and the secret key SK.  

 
Encrypt (PP, M1, ..., Mt)  The encryption algorithm takes the public parameters PP and 
t messages, M1, ..., Mt, and produces the corresponding ciphertext, CT1, ..., CTt. 

 
Evaluate (PP, F, CT1, ..., CTt)  Given a polynomial run time function F, and t cipher-
texts, CT1, ..., CTt, the algorithm will perform function F onto the t ciphertexts, CT1, ..., 
CTt and produces the computed result in the ciphertext space, such that CT*= F((CT1, ..., 
CTt), PP).  

 
Decrypt (SK, CT*)  The decryption algorithm takes the secret key, SK, and the com-
puted result in ciphertext space, CT*, and produces a computed result in plaintext space 
such that F((CT1, ..., CTt), PP) = F(M1, ..., Mt).  

2.4 Security Models   

Ring Learning with Error (R-LWE or Ring-LWE) Problem was first introduced by 
Lyubashevsky et al. [35]. The homomorphic encryption scheme in this paper uses the 
decision version of the R-LWE Problem as defined in the following.  
 
Definition 6 (Decision R-LWEd,q,  Problem [19, 35]): Given the security parameter λ, 
let d and q be integers that depends on λ, let R = ℤ[x]/<f(x)>, where f(x) = (xd+1) and Rq 
= R/qR. Given a distribution  over Rq that depends on λ, the Decision R-LWEd,q,  Prob-
lem instance consists of access to an unspecified challenge oracle, , either a noisy 
pseudo-random sampler, s, for random secret key, SKRq , or truly random sampler, $. 
The Decision R-LWEd,q,  Problem is to distinguish the sampling between s and $, 
which perform respectively as follows.  
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s: outputs noisy pseudo-random samples of the form (a, PK) = (a, aSK + e)  Rq  Rq. 
The element SK is drawn from uniformly random Rq, where SK  Rq and it is fixed for 
all samples. For each sample, the element, a is drawn from uniformly random Rq, where 
a  Rq and the element, e is a small error term that generated with a distribution , 
where e  . 

$: outputs truly random samples (a, PK)  Rq  Rq drawn independently and uniformly 
random in the entire domain Rq  Rq. 

The Decision R-LWEd,q,  Problem allows repeated queries to be sent to the challenge or- 
acle . The algorithm adversary  decides the Decision R-LWEd,q,  Problem if |Pr[ s 
= 1]  Pr[A $ = 1]| is non-negligible for a random SKRq. 

A selective-set model is defined for proving the security of the ABE scheme under 
chosen plaintext attack [34, 36]. In selective game model, the adversary is allowed to 
choose to be challenged on an encryption to an access structure, * and can ask for any 
private key, SK, such that SK does not satisfy *. The formal definition of the security 
game is defined as follows.  

Init: The adversary,  declares an access structure * that he wishes to be challenged upon.  

Setup: The challenger runs the setup algorithm of the scheme and gives the public pa-
rameters, PP to .  

Phase 1:  is allowed to issue repeated private key queries for any attribute list L, where 
L *. The challenger runs keyGen algorithm and sends a private key SKL to .  

Challenge:  submits two equal length messages, M0 and M1. The challenger encrypts 
the message with the challenge access structure *. The challenger flips a random binary 
coin, r. If r=1, the ciphertext is given to , otherwise, a random element of the cipher-
text space is returned.  

Phase 2: Repeated Phase 1.  

Guess:  produces a guess r' of r.  
The advantage,  of adversary  in this game is further defined as adv( ) = |Pr 

[r'=r] 1/2|.  

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROPOSED CIPHERTEXT POLICY- 
ATTRIBUTE BASED HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION (CP-AB- 
HER-LWE) SCHEME 

3.1 Construction of the Circuit-Based CP-ABHER-LWE Scheme 
 
The homomorphic encryption scheme used in this paper is based on the R-LWE 

Problem, which was introduced by Lyubashevsky et al. [19, 35]. The existing lattice 
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cryptosystems which is based on the standard Learning with Error (LWE) Problem [12, 
37], suffers from the inherent quadratic overhead problem, in which each sample (a, PK) 
RqRq from the R-LWE distribution is used to replace n samples (a, PK)Z

n
qZq from 

the standard LWE distribution, thus reducing both public key and private key size by a 
factor of n [35]. This subsequently lightening the homomorphic computation, in which 
polynomial multiplication can be achievable with O(n log n) scalar operations and has a 
parallel depth of O(log n) if the multiplication is calculated by using the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) [35].  

The key question arises here is how to incorporate ABE scheme into homomorphic 
encryption scheme without affecting the capability of the homomorphic computation? To 
solve this problem, existing ABFHE scheme [26-28] only consider their access structure 
as a single attribute, thereby these schemes are not able to provide a “truly” fine-grained 
access control on these encrypted data. In practice world, data are always being encrypt-
ed with a set of attributes that describes the data access policies. To bridge this gap, we 
proposed a CP-ABHER-LWE scheme that is able to handle a monotonic access structure 
over a set of attributes that well-describes the data access policies, without interfering 
with the homomorphic computation. First, we express a set of authorized attributes with 
a monotonic access structure and transform them into LSSS matrix (G, p) as discussed in 
Section 2.1. Second, compared to the existing schemes [26-28] that directly encoded an 
access structure [27] or an attribute [26, 28] within a message, we encode a message into 
two ciphertext components (C0, C1). The ciphertext C0

 is used to encode a message to-
gether with the master public key, PK0 and a shared secret key, s, whereas the ciphertext 
C1 is associated with a monotonic access structure over a set of authorized attributes. 
Each authorized attribute in the monotonic access structure holds a private piece of the 
shared secret key, s. The homomorphic computation can be conducted as usual on ci-
phertext C0. For decrypting the result, only the eligible user with the corresponding set of 
attributes that satisfy the corresponding monotonic access structure can recover the 
shared secret key, s from ciphertext, C1. 
 
Setup (1λ, U)  Given a security parameter, λ and a universe of attributes, U = {u1, u2, ..., 
un}. Choose a sufficiently large prime modulus q = 1 mod (2λ), and a smaller positive 
integer p, where p  q and gcd (p, q) = 1. Let f(x) = (xd+1), where d is a power of 2. Let 
Rq = ℤq[x] / <f(x)> be the ring of integer polynomials modulo both f(x) and q. Let  = 

(λ) be an error distribution over Rq and t = {1, 2, ..., t}. Select a uniformly random 
master secret key, SK0  Rq, a tuple of random element, at  Rq, and a tuple of small 
error terms, et  . Define T public keys, PKt, such that PKt = at  SK0 + pet  Rq. Next, 
select a root secret key SK1 and its inverse, SK1

-1 from the universe of attributes U, where 
SK1, SK1

-1  . Then, for each attribute {u1, u2, ..., un} in U, select a pair of uniformly 
random (αi, αi

-1)  , where αi
-1 is the inverse of αi in Rq and a small error term, ei  . 

Compute PKi = αi  SK1 + pei  Rq. Lastly, produce the public parameters PP, and a 
master secret key MSK as follows. 
 

PP = {{at}t=1
t, {PKt}t=1

t, {PKi}i=1
n }  

MSK = {SK0, SK1, SK1 
-1, {αi}i=1

n, {αi
-1}i=1

n}    
 

Encrypt (PP, , M1, ..., Mt)  Given to the encryption function are the public parameters 
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PP, an access structure , over the universe of attributes U and t messages, Mt{1,0}, 
where t={1, 2, ..., t}. Construct LSSS access structure (G, p) where matrix GRq

n×m, 
with row labels p(i)U, i[n]. Then, generates a secret to be shared in the form of 
vector, v = (s, r2, ..., rm), where sRq and r2, ..., rmRq randomly chosen. Let Gv be the 
vector of n shares of the secret s − according to secret sharing scheme ∏ over a set of 
attribute U = {u1, u2, ..., un}. For each i=1 to n, calculates the secret share, δi = Gi  vRq , 
where Gi is the vector corresponding to ith row of G. Next, select a uniformly random, rt 
Rq and error terms, e't, e't-i  . Outputs the t ciphertexts, CTt = (C0

t, C
i
t) associated 

with a description of (G, p), where: 
 

C0
t = PKt  rt  s+ Mt + pe'tRq  

Ci
t = at  PKi  rt δi + pe't-iRq 

 
Evaluate (PP, F, CT1, ..., CTt)  Given the polynomial time computation function F, t 
ciphertexts, CTt= (C

0
t, C

i
t); the algorithm perform function F onto the t ciphertexts C

0
t, and 

produces the computed result in ciphertext space, such that CT* = F ((C0*, C
i
t), PP) = 

F(((C
0
1, ..., C

0
t), C

i
t), PP). 

 
KeyGen (MSK, A)  The key generation algorithm takes the master secret key MSK, and 
a set of attributes A, that describes the user’s credentials and authorization. Then, the 
algorithm generates a pair of freshly random element β, and its inverse β-1 such that β, β-1 
 . Next, select a uniformly random error terms, e, ei  . The function produces a 
user’s private key, K= (K0, Ki) for A as follows.  

 
K0 = SK0  β -1+ peRq       
Ki = i

-1  SK1
-1  β + peiRq, iA        

 
Decrypt (K, CT*)  Given a user’s secret key K, and a computed result in ciphertext 
space CT*, together with the associated access structure (G, p), the algorithm will recover 
the computed result in plaintext space, M*, such that CT* = F((C0*, C

i
t), PP) = F(((C

0
1, ..., 

C
0
t), C

i
t), PP) = F(M1, ..., Mt). Let A  be an authorized set and I{1, 2, ..., n} defined as 

I = {i: p(i)A}. Compute a set of constants, {wiRq}iI with a linear reconstruction algo-
rithm of LSSS such that if {δi} are valid shares of shared secret s, according to G, then 
ΣiI δi wi=s. Next, compute M*' = Ct

0*  K0 ΣiI C
i
t  wi  Ki and output Mt

* = Mt
*' mod p, 

otherwise, outputs a false symbol . 
 
3.2 Construction of Non-Circuit CP-ABHER-LWE Scheme 
 

The proposed circuit-based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme in Section 3.1 can be further 
extended to achieve Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) with bootstrapping or mod-
ulus switching techniques as discussed in [12, 14, 40]. However, instead of following the 
existing FHE blueprint that aimed to support arbitrary computations by evaluating a deep 
circuit gates over binary bits, which is ideal in theory but impractical for real-world de-
ployments, this paper further extended the circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme into 
non-circuit based approach in order to reduce the generated ciphertext size and computa-
tion complexity.  
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First, the technique that have been discussed in [21, 41, 42, 44] is applied here to 
extend the message space and represented them as a polynomial over the rings, ℤq[x]/ 
<xd+1>, where d is a power of 2. In the non-circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme, all 
ciphertexts and plaintexts are encoded as a polynomial with integer coefficient less than 
d. Let zℤ be an integer that represented in binary bits as circuit based approach. Then, 
encoding the plaintext z as the polynomial y(x) = (1)Σi=0

n zix
i, where zi {1, 0, 1}  

and n = log2(|z|) + 1 [42]. The polynomial y(x) can be decoded into plaintext z by 
evaluating the polynomial y(x) with x=2, that is z= y(2). For instance, integer 5 can be 
randomly presented as x4x3x2+1, x3x1 or x2+1. Second, compared to the conven-
tional bit-by-bit encoding method in the circuit-based approach that encode every single 
bit of plaintext as a separate ciphertext, we encode the whole plaintext as a single ci-
phertext, thus greatly reduced the ciphertext size and computation time. Third, the com-
putation functions in the conventional circuit-based approach [14, 17, 18, 45] requires 
application to additionally convert computation functions into a deep Boolean circuits 
that consist of bitwise XOR and AND gates and homomorphic evaluation is executed by 
evaluating a deep Boolean circuits over bits. For instance, a multiplication of two 8-bit 
integers involving a deep Boolean circuit evaluation over a hundred bit operations with 
multiplication depth 16 [46], and the addition of two 8-bit integers involving an expen-
sive carry operations on homomorphic multiplication over ℤ2 [41]. In the non-circuit based 
approach, both integer addition and multiplication operations in the proposed scheme are 
corresponding directly to the addition and multiplication of polynomials over the rings 
respectively. Thus leading to the reduction of the bandwidth and communication time 
required to transfer to a third-party service provider and more amenable to support the 
real-world cloud data processing. The difference between the circuit-based and non-cir- 
cuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is further illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively.  

The proposed non-circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme has five algorithms: Setup, 
Encrypt, Evaluate, KeyGen and Decrypt. The setup algorithm (Setup) and key gen- 
eration algorithm (KeyGen) are similar to the respective algorithms found in the circuit- 
based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme as defined in Section 3.1. The encryption algorithm (En-
crypt), the homomorphic evaluation algorithm (Evaluate) and the decryption algorithm 
(Decrypt) are formally defined as follows.    
 
Encrypt (PP, , M1, ..., Mt)  The algorithm receives the public parameters, PP, an ac-
cess structure , over the universe of attributes U and t messages Mt, where t = {1, 2, ..., 
t}. The algorithm first encode Mt as a polynomial rings ℤq[x]/<f(x)>, denoted as En-
code(Mt). Then the algorithm constructs the LSSS access structure (G, p) where matrix G 
Rq

n×m, with row labels p(i)U, i[n]. The algorithm generates a vector, v = (s, r2, ..., 
rm), where sRq is the secret to be shared and r2, ..., rm Rq is randomly chosen. Let Gv 
be the vector of n shares of the secret s, created according to the secret sharing scheme  
over a set of attribute U = {u1, u2, ..., un}. For each i=1 to n, calculates the secret share, 
δi = Gi  vRq , where Gi is the vector corresponding to ith row of G. Next, select a uni-
formly random rtRq, and error terms, et', et-i' . The algorithm finally produces the t 
ciphertexts CTt = (C0

t, C
i
t), associated with a description of (G, p), where: 

 
C

0
t = PKt  rt  s + Encode(Mt) + pet'Rq  

C
i
t = at  PKi  rt  δi + pet-i'Rq 
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Fig. 1. CP-ABHER-LWE scheme constructed based on the conventional circuit-based approach. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                      Encrypt (PP, , " x3-x-1")                            
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Fig. 2. Extending the circuit-based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme into a non-circuit-based approach. 
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0 

0 

0 
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1 
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Encoding Algorithm:  
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x x x x x x x x
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Homomorphic Evalua-
tion:  
Integer multiplication 
function is converted into 
a deep Boolean circuits 
and computation is exe-
cuted by evaluating over a 
hundred of bit operations. 
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Decrypt and recover computed 

result in plaintext
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Evaluate (PP, F, CT1, ..., CTt)  Given a polynomial time computation function F, that 
consists a tuple of two fundamental operations: addition and multiplication, t ciphertexts, 
CTt = (C

0
t, C

i
t), the algorithm applies function F onto the t ciphertexts, C

0
t. Homomorphic 

addition is done by a simple coefficient-wise addition of t ciphertext C
0
t. Homomorphic 

multiplication is corresponding to the multiplication of two ring polynomials ℤq[x]/ 
<xd+1>. The algorithm produces the computed result in ciphertext space, CT*, such that 
CT* = F ((Ct

0*, C
i
t), PP) = F (((C

0
1, ..., C

0
t), C

i
t), PP). 

 
Decrypt (K, CT*)  Given the user’s secret key K, and the computed result in ciphertext 
space CT*, together with associated access structure (G, p), the algorithm recovers the 
computed result in plaintext space, Mt

*, such that CT*= F((Ct
0*, C

i
t), PP) = F(((C

0
1, ..., C

0
t), 

C
i
t), PP) = F(M1, ..., Mt). Let A   be an authorized set and I  {1, 2, ..., n} defined as I 

= {i: p(i)  A}. Compute a set of constants, {wi  Rq}i∈I with a linear reconstruction al-
gorithm of LSSS such that if {δi} are valid shares of shared secret, s according to G, then 
ΣiI δiwi=s. Next, compute Mt

* = Ct
0*  K0 ΣiI C

i
t.wi .Ki and output Mt

*' = Mt
* mod p, 

otherwise, outputs a false symbol . Lastly, the algorithm decodes the computed result in 
plaintext space, such that Mt

* = Decode (Mt
*').  

 
Correctness  The correctness of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme follows the cor-
rectness of LSSS linear reconstruction property [30]. Let A  be an authorized set, and I 
 {1, 2, ..., n} defined as I = {i: p(i)A}, then there exists constants {wiRq}iI  and ΣiI 
δiwi = s. The proof of the correctness is further described as follows.  

 
Mt'' = C0*

t – K0 ⋅ΣiI C
i
t ⋅ wi ⋅ Ki.  

= C0*
t – K0 ⋅ ΣiI (at ⋅PKi ⋅ rt ⋅ δi + pet-i') ⋅ wi ⋅ Ki.  

= C0*
t – K0 ⋅ ΣiI (at ⋅ rt ⋅ s ⋅ PKi ⋅ Ki) – pΣiI et-i' ⋅ wi ⋅ Ki 

= C0*
t – K0 ⋅ΣiI a ⋅ rt ⋅ s (αi ⋅ SK1 + pei ) (αi

-1 ⋅ SK1
-1⋅ β + pei) – pΣiI et-i' ⋅ wi. ⋅ Ki 

= (PKt ⋅ rt ⋅ s+ Encode(Mt) +pe't) – K0 ⋅ at ⋅ rt ⋅ s ⋅ β – pK0Σi∈I ei
''⋅αi ⋅SK1 – pK0 ΣiI  

ei(αi
-1⋅ SK1 

-1 ⋅ β + pei) – pΣiI et-i' ⋅ wi. ⋅ Ki 

= ((at ⋅ SK0 + pet) rts+ Encode(Mt) + pe't) – (SK0 ⋅ β -1+ pe'') (at ⋅ rt ⋅s ⋅ β) –  
pK0ΣiI eiαi ⋅SK1 – pK0 ΣiI ei(αi

-1⋅ SK1 
-1 ⋅ β + pei

'') – pΣiI et-i'⋅ wi ⋅Ki 

= (at SK0 rt s+ pet rt s +Encode(Mt) + pe't) – at SK0 rt s + p (e''atrtsβ) –  
pK0ΣiI eiαi SK1 – pK0 ΣiI ei( αi

-1⋅ SK1 
-1⋅β + pei

'') – pΣiI et-i' wi Ki 

= Encode(Mt) + petrt s+ pe't + p (e''⋅ at ⋅ rt ⋅s ⋅ β) – pK0ΣiI eiαi SK1 –  
pK0 ΣiI ei(αi

-1⋅ SK1 
-1⋅ β+ pei) – p ΣiI et-i' wi Ki 

 
Mt' = Mt'' mod p = Encode(Mt)   
Mt = Decode (Mt') 
 
Similar to most of the lattice based encryption schemes, the encryption algorithm 

of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme involves adding a noise terms into the cipher-
texts. Therefore, for ensuring the correctness of the decryption algorithm, overall noise 
terms (e, ei, e't, e'i, e, ei) added to the ciphertext must be small enough compared to 
the ratio q to p, denote as ∆ = ⌊q/p⌋ and the choice of e, ei, e't, e'i, e, ei, s, t, q, p, rt, wi., 
Ki, SK1 and SK1 

-1 should satisfies ||M||  ∆/2.   
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Computation on Encrypted Cloud Data  The computation on the encrypted cloud data 
is implemented by using the evaluation algorithm, Evaluate (PP, F, CT1, ..., CTt). Let F 
be the cloud data computation function (e.g. means, standard deviation, logistic reg- 
ression, etc.) that consists a tuple of homomorphic addition fadd,and multiplication 
operation fmult. Let CT1 and CT2 are fresh ciphertexts that had been generated by the 
Encryption algoritiom, Encrypt, under the same access structure (G, p), such that CT1 = 
(C0

1, Ci
1) and CT2 = (C0

2, Ci
2). As mentioned in Section 3.1, the homomorphic eva- 

luation of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme only involves the component of cipher-
text, C0

i. The homomorphic addition fadd, is calculated by using a simple coefficient-wise 
addition of two ciphertext over the Rq as shown in the following.  

fadd(CT1, CT2) = C0
1 + C0

2 
             = (PK1 r1 s+ Encode(M1) + pe1') + (PK2 r2 s+ Encode(M2) + pe2')         
             = Encode(M1) + Encode(M2) + s (PK1 r1+ PK2 r2) + p (e1' + e2')     

Meanwhile, the homomorphic multiplication fmult, is implemented by multiplying 
two polynomials over Rq as shown below. 

fmult(CT1, CT2) = C0
1 × C0

2 

= (PK1r1s+ Encode(M1) +pe1') × (PK2 r2 s+ Encode(M2) +pe2')         
= Encode(M1) × Encode(M2) +s2(PK1r1PK2.r2) +  

s(PK1 r1Encode(M2) + PK2r2Encode(M1))+ pe1'(PK2r2 +  
Encode(M2)) + pe2'(PK1r1 + Encode(M2)) + pe1' pe2'    

The computed results, from the homomorphic addition fadd (CT1, CT2), and homo- 
morphic multiplication fmult (CT1, CT2), can be recovered by using the decryption algo-
rithm, (Decrypt); excepts the decryption key in the homomorphic multiplication fmult (CT1, 
CT2), which is gather by joining the secret keys of CT1 and CT2. The decryption key is 
defined as SK2s2. For certain outsourced cloud data computation, it might be unaccepta-
ble for the decryption key (for fmult (CT1, CT2)) to depend on the number of multiplication 
operations being evaluated. To avoid such cases, the re-linearization technique [12, 41] 
can be applied here to transform and switch the secret key of the computed ciphertext 
after every multiplication operation.  

Besides that, the noise terms of fmult (CT1, CT2) grows quadractically, which is larger 
than fadd(CT1, CT2). To ensure the computed result can be recoverred correctly, after 
performing t multiplications, the message M must be encoded as a polynomial of degree 
at most d/t [41, 42]. For handling the outsourced cloud data computations such as means, 
variance, standard deviation, predictive analysis and other statistical analysis, it is an 
acceptable trade-off since such computation generally involves only single multiplication 
or at most, a limited number of multiplications.  

Intuitively, it assumes that the homomorphic computation can be conducted if both 
ciphertexts had been encrypted under the same monotonic access structure as defined in 
Section 2.1. Any superset of the set A satisfying the access structure  is also able to 
recover the computed result. Let A be a set of attributes satisfying an access structure , 
and if exit B such that A  B the B will also satisfies . For instance, consider a simple 
monotonic access structure  = {u1  u2 }, if A={u1, u2} satisfying an access structure , 
then B={u1, u2, u3} will also satisfying .  
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4. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

The security of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is constructed based on the 
hardness of R-LWE Problem. This section shows that the CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is se-
cure under a selective-set model with the hardness of Decision R-LWEd,q,  Problem as in 
Definition 6, Section 2.3.   

Theorem 1: If there exists a Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithm adversary, 
 with the advantage  in selective-set model for the CP-ABER-LWE scheme as construc-

tion above, then there exists a PPT algorithm simulator, ℬ that decides the Decision 
R-LWEd,q,  Problem with advantage /2. 

Proof: As described in Definition 6, the Decision R-LWEd,q,  Problem instance is condi-
tioned as sample oracle , that can be either a noisy pseudo-random, s for master secret 
key SK0  Rq, or truly random $. Then, the simulator ℬ uses adversary  to differenti-
ate oracle . Firstly, ℬ queries the R-LWE oracle for (t+1) times and receives two fresh 
pairs (wk, vk)  Rq and (xk, yk)   where k  {0,1, 2, ..., t}. Then, ℬ continues as the 
following.  

Init. Given a universe of attributes U = {u1, u2, ..., un},  declares access structure * 
that he wishes to be challenged upon and announces his intention to ℬ.  

Setup: ℬ runs the Setup Algorithm of the proposed CP-ABER-LWE scheme and construct 
the public parameter, PP as follows.  
 Define PKt = pwt  Rq. 
 For each iU, define PKi = pxiRq if i *; otherwise, define PKi = αi ⋅ SK1 + peiRq 

as shown in Section 3.1. 

Next, ℬ returns the PP = {{at}t=1
t, {PKt}t=1

t, {PKi}i=1
n} to .  

Phase 1:  sends private key queries for an attribute list A*= {A*
1, A

*
2, ..., A

*
j}, where 

A* * for all i. ℬ runs KeyGen algorithm of the proposed scheme  to construct private 
key K, for A* as follows.  
 

K0 = SK0 ⋅ β-1+ peRq       

Ki = αi
-1 ⋅ SK1

-1 ⋅ β + pei
''Rq, iA*  

 
Challenge:  signals that he is ready to accept challenges and sends a challenge mes-
sage, M to ℬ. ℬ flips a fairly binary coin r, and generate challenge ciphertext that en-
crypted under the access structure * as follows.  
 If r = 0, ℬ randomly choose z0Rq , zi  and set C0= pz0Rq and Ci= pziRq. 
 If r = 1, ℬ define C0

t= pvt + MRq and Ci = pyiRq for i *.   
 

Phase 2: Repeated Phase 1.  
 
Guess: ℬ receives a guess r' for r from , and outputs r' as the answer to the R-LWE 
challenge. If (r' = r), output “  = s”, otherwise, output “  = $”. 
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From the definition of selective-set model [47, 48], the advantage of  is defined as 
adv( ) = |Pr[r'=r]  1/2|. Therefore, when the R-LWEd,q,  the oracle  is: 
 
 a noisy pseudo-random s:  has an advantage , then |Pr[r'=r | = s]| = 1/2 +  

and |Pr[ '=  | = s]| = 1/2 + . 
 a truly random $:  has no advantage ϵ and has no information regarding the r, then 

|Pr [r'r | = $]| = 1/2 and |Pr[ '' = ' | = $]| = 1/2 . 
 

The advantage  of simulator ℬ, in this selective game model under the Decision 
R-LWEd,q,  Problem thereby is as follows. 

 
1/2|Pr [  =  | = s]|+1/2|Pr [ =  | = $]|  1/2 
= 1/2 (1/2 + ) + 1/2(1/2)  1/2 
= /2 

 
Thus, this proof that there exists a PPT algorithm simulator ℬ, that decides the De-

cision R-LWEd,q,  Problem with advantage /2. 

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this section, the performance of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is evaluat-
ed against the existing ABHE schemes: Gentry’s Scheme [26], PBHE scheme [27] and 
IBFHE scheme [28]. The comparison result is summarized in Table 1. Similar with the 
existing ABHE schemes [26-28], the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is constructed 
based on the hardness of the lattice problem. The proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme and 
PBHE scheme [27] are constructed based on a more efficient lattice problem – R-LWE 
Problem, thus it enjoys a faster computation and smaller ciphertext and public key size as 
compared to the Gentry’s Scheme [26] and the IBFHE scheme [28], which are still suf-
fering from the inherent quadratic overhead of the LWE Problem.  

Both Gentry’s scheme [26] and IBFHE scheme [28] construct the ABHE scheme by 
incorporating the Key Policy-Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) scheme into ho-
momorphic encryption; whereas, the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme and PBHE 
scheme [27] embedded the CP-ABE (Ciphertext Policy-Attribute Based Encryption) into 
homomorphic encryption by encrypting a message with an access control policies. The 
main advantage of using CP-ABE scheme here is that, the data can be encrypted prior to 
having the knowledge of the authorized users set. Therefore, the proposed CP-AB- 
HER-LWE scheme and PBHE scheme [26] is better in supporting scalability compared to 
the Gentry’s scheme [26] and the IBFHE scheme [28].  

The key issue in designing ABHE scheme is to maintain the homomorphic evalua-
tion capability. To achieve this, both the Gentry’s scheme [26] and the PBHE scheme 
[27] only consider a single attribute access structure and therefore their homomorphic 
evaluation is limited to the ciphertexts that had been encrypted under the same attribute. 
Meanwhile, the IBFHE scheme [28] is capable to support homomorphic evaluation on 
ciphertext that had been encrypted with different attributes by inheriting a multi-key 
switching concept from [15]. However, their access structure is limited to a single attrib-
ute (or a set of “sub-attributes”), therefore limiting their applicability in supporting real-  
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Table 1. Functionality comparison of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE with existing works. 

 
Gentry’s 
Scheme 

[26] 

PBHE Scheme
[27] 

IBFHE 
Scheme 

[28] 

Proposed 
CP-ABHER-LWE 

Scheme 

Security Assumptions 
LWE 

Problem 
R-LWE 
Problem 

LWE 
Problem 

R-LWE 
Problem 

Embedded ABE 
Scheme 

KP-ABE CP-ABE KP-ABE CP-ABE 

Access Structure 
Single 

Attribute 
Single 

Attribute 
Single 

Attribute 

Monotonic Access 
Structure over a 
set of attributes 

Homomorphic Compu-
tation Capacity 

Single 
Attribute 

Single 
Attribute 

Different 
Attributes 

Different 
Attributes 

Encoding Algorithm 
Circuit 
Based 

Approach 

Circuit Based 
Approach 

Circuit 
Based 

Approach 

Non-Circuit Based 
Approach 

 

istic scenes. Meanwhile, the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is capable to handle a 
monotonic access structure over a set of attributes without affecting the homomorphic 
evaluation capability as discussed in Section 3.1. 

While existing ABHE schemes [26-28] are constructed based on circuit based ap-
proach that aimed to support arbitrary computation functions, the circuit based CP- 
ABHER-LWE scheme can be further extended into non-circuit based approach in order to 
support real-world cloud data processing. In order to assess the practical efficiency of 
these schemes, we implemented and compared the R-LWE based ABHE schemes: PBHE 
scheme [27], the proposed circuit-based CP-ABHER-LWE and non-circuit based CP- 
ABHER-LWE in terms of their computation, storage and communication efficiency. The 
experiment is implemented with C++ by using FLINT 2.5.2 and GMP 6.1. The imple-
mentation of PBHE scheme [27] are further optimized with the scale-invariant technique 
as discussed in [54, 55]. The experiments are evaluated with 80-bit security level, in 
which the setting of parameters, n = 4096 bits, log(q) = 192 bits, standard deviation, σ 
of the error distribution,  = 8 and the 32-bit integers are randomly selected as input 
data. The implementation result is summarized in Table 2. Measurements were recorded 
from a machine with the following specification: Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-3612M CPU @ 
2.10 GHz 8GB RAM, running in 64-bit mode and the values shown are the mean of 100 
measurements of the respective operations.  

As shown in Table 2, the proposed circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme enjoys a 
higher efficiency in both of the KeyGen and Encrypt algorithms as compared to opti-
mized PBHE scheme [27]. In terms of homomorphic addition and multiplication opera-
tions, storage and communication efficiency, the optimized PBHE scheme [27] is out-
performed the proposed circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme, as the optimized PBHE 
only consists of a single ring components. However, with the non-circuit based approach, 
the computation time and ciphertext size of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme are 
dramatically reduced. For instance, with the 32-bit of data, ciphertext size can be reduced 
up to 32 times, compared to the circuit-based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme. Therefore, the 
proposed non-circuit based CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is better suited to support real-world 
outsourced cloud data computations as compared to existing ABHE schemes [26-28].  
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Table 2. Practical efficiency comparison of the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE with existing 
R-LWE based ABHE scheme.  

 PBHE 

Scheme 

[27] 

Proposed 

Circuit Based 
CP-ABHER-LWE 

Proposed 

Non-Circuit Based 

CP-ABHER-LWE 

Computation Efficiency    

i) KeyGen (s) 1.900 0.147 0.035 

ii) Encrypt (s) 0.774 0.1609 0.068 

iii) Decrypt (s) 0.555 0.651 0.019 

iv) Add (s) 0.046 0.102 0.002 

v) Mult (s) 21.731 80.027 0.073 

Storage and Communica-
tion Efficiency 

   

i) Ciphertext Size (KB) 3765 7530 236 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper aimed to solve the open problem of constructing ABHE scheme – that is 
how to incorporate ABE scheme into homomorphic encryption scheme without affecting 
the homomorphic evaluation capabilities. While existing ABHE schemes are limited to 
express their access structure as a single attribute or use a single attribute to represent a 
set of “sub-attributes”, the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE is capable to handle a monotonic 
access structure over a set of authorized attributes without affecting the homomorphic 
evaluation capabilities. To be applicable to the real-world outsourced cloud data pro-
cessing environments, the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme is further extended into non- 
circuit based approach. Subsequently, this paper proved that the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE 
scheme is secure under a selective-set model with the hardness of Decision R-LWEd,q,  

Problem and resists against collusion attacks. For future works, how the CP-ABHER-LWE 
scheme can be further extended to support homomorphic evaluation across a different set 
of monotonic access structure is another interesting research topic. For instance, in some 
special circumstances, a public listed organization might want to predict financial risks 
based on the data that being collected from their subsidiary companies that was encrypt-
ed with different data access policies; or a research agency that conduct a predictive 
analysis on disease outbreak might need the data inputs from different medical and 
healthcare centers. A current trivial approach requires organizations to download all en-
crypted outsourced cloud data from cloud service providers, decrypting them and re- 
encrypt them again with the new secret key SK0', and new shared secret key s', under the 
new monotonic access structure ', will be created. Such approach is clearly cumber-
some and problematic. While the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme aimed to protect se-
curity and privacy issues of outsourced cloud data computation, enterprises are con-
cerned about the accuracy of the computed results, and whether these un-trusted service 
providers are performing their actual work correctly or simply returning plausible results 
[50]. In future, the proposed CP-ABHER-LWE scheme can be further investigated to work 
with Verifiable Computation (VC) in order to guarantee its verifiable results.   
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